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comprehensive﻿ top-down﻿planning﻿with﻿ very﻿ little﻿ citizen﻿ involvement.﻿Does﻿ ‘smart﻿ planning’﻿
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efforts﻿ in﻿ late﻿modernity﻿directed﻿ towards﻿ incrementalism,﻿mixed﻿ scanning,﻿ advocacy﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿
communicative﻿and﻿transactive﻿planning﻿approaches.﻿Such﻿a﻿movement﻿signals﻿a﻿broadly﻿felt﻿need﻿
to﻿place﻿a﻿certain﻿emphasis﻿upon﻿a﻿progressive﻿ethical﻿approach﻿to﻿citizens’﻿rights,﻿on﻿a﻿participatory﻿
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A﻿ second﻿ key﻿ reductionism﻿ adopted,﻿which﻿ grants﻿ a﻿ strong,﻿ overdetermining﻿ privilege﻿ to﻿
technology,﻿ is﻿ probably﻿ the﻿ better﻿ known﻿ because﻿ the﻿ technological﻿ component﻿ has﻿ been﻿ very﻿
important﻿ in﻿all﻿ the﻿existing﻿‘smart﻿cities’﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿all﻿ the﻿ research,﻿even﻿as﻿early﻿as﻿ the﻿ initial﻿













to﻿ integrate﻿and/or﻿embed﻿computing﻿pervasively.﻿ ‘Smart’﻿means﻿ to﻿have﻿ information﻿processing﻿
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does﻿ not﻿ concern,﻿ or﻿ only﻿marginally﻿ and﻿momentarily﻿ concerns,﻿ engaging﻿ consciously﻿with﻿ a﻿
single﻿device﻿or﻿application﻿for﻿some﻿definite﻿purpose.﻿Rather,﻿it﻿concerns﻿engaging﻿with﻿multiple﻿
computational﻿devices﻿and﻿systems﻿simultaneously﻿during﻿more﻿or﻿less﻿ordinary﻿activities,﻿without﻿
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THE CALL FoR ALTERNATIVE KINdS oF PLANNING
The﻿three﻿key﻿kinds﻿of﻿reduction﻿perceptible﻿in﻿the﻿first﻿wave﻿of﻿‘smart﻿city’﻿developments﻿should,﻿
broadly﻿and﻿ideally﻿speaking,﻿lead﻿to﻿a﻿growing﻿realization﻿that﻿an﻿alternative﻿kind﻿of﻿urban﻿planning﻿
is﻿ called﻿ for.﻿The﻿gradual﻿ increase﻿ in﻿ ethico-political﻿ disagreements,﻿ increased﻿uncertainty﻿ as﻿ to﻿
economical﻿profitability,﻿and﻿increasing﻿individual,﻿social,﻿and﻿cultural﻿dissatisfaction﻿could﻿be﻿said﻿
to﻿showcase﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿urban﻿developments﻿undertaken﻿based﻿on﻿undue﻿reductions﻿of﻿complexity.﻿These﻿
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Notably,﻿ projects﻿ for﻿ smart﻿mobility﻿may﻿well﻿ elide﻿ ethico-political﻿ questions﻿ concerning﻿































engaging﻿with﻿contingencies.﻿Among﻿other﻿ things,﻿ this﻿means﻿ that﻿ the﻿emergence﻿or﻿arrival﻿of﻿a﻿
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and﻿ perhaps﻿ non-linear﻿ kinds﻿ of﻿ networking﻿ and﻿ (dis)connectivity.﻿ For﻿ example,﻿ the﻿ smart﻿ city﻿
calls﻿for﻿the﻿planning﻿and﻿implementation﻿of﻿an﻿artificial,﻿dynamic,﻿and﻿intensely﻿networked﻿mixed﻿
reality﻿(with﻿a﻿real﻿and﻿a﻿virtual﻿environment﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿an﻿augmented﻿virtuality﻿and﻿an﻿augmented﻿
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reality).7﻿In﻿this﻿mixed﻿reality,﻿the﻿environment,﻿the﻿city,﻿its﻿transport﻿systems,﻿its﻿cultures,﻿the﻿social﻿
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city﻿plan﻿as﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿heterogeneous﻿potentials﻿for﻿what﻿can﻿be﻿done﻿with﻿a﻿city,﻿whether﻿this﻿means﻿








































which﻿ includes﻿ encounters﻿with﻿ disorganized﻿ and﻿ perhaps﻿ irreducible﻿ complexity.﻿ Encounters﻿






governance﻿find﻿new﻿ways﻿ to﻿ integrate﻿at﻿ least﻿some﻿of﻿ the﻿many﻿potentials﻿not﻿actualized﻿when﻿
reductions﻿ to﻿organized﻿complexity﻿are﻿undertaken.﻿Likewise,﻿ it﻿might﻿be﻿a﻿real﻿asset﻿ to﻿become﻿
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Notably,﻿ entries﻿ in﻿ this﻿ anthology﻿ recognize﻿ the﻿ greater﻿ risk﻿ involved﻿ in﻿ the﻿ encounter﻿with﻿
uncertainty﻿and﻿disorganized﻿complexity﻿but﻿nonetheless﻿advocates﻿an﻿approach﻿via﻿participatory,﻿
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6﻿ ﻿Christensen’s﻿ later﻿work﻿on﻿planning﻿ is﻿also﻿ interesting﻿ in﻿ that﻿she﻿suggests﻿a﻿ relational﻿approach﻿ to﻿
distinguishing﻿among﻿degrees﻿of﻿complexity﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿deal﻿with﻿a﻿reality﻿that﻿confronts﻿planners﻿with﻿
uncertainty.﻿See﻿chapter﻿three﻿elsewhere﻿(Roo,﻿Hillier,﻿&﻿Wezemael,﻿2012).
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